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Abstract The article outlines how to use the convergence of collections to determine the
position of a mobile device based on the WiFi radio signal strength with the use of fuzzy
sets. The main aim is the development of the method for indoor position determination
based on existing WiFi network infrastructure indoors. The approach is based on the WiFi
radio infrastructure existing inside the buildings and requires operating mobile devices such
as smartphones or tablets. An SQL database engine is also necessary as a widespread data
interface. The SQL approach is not limited to the determination of the position but also to the
creation of maps in which the system de�ning the position of the mobile device will operate.
In addition, implementation issues are presented along with the distribution of the burden
of performing calculations and the bene�ts of such an approach for determining the location.
The authors describe how to decompose the task of determining the position in a client-server
architecture.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays a number of WiFi radio signals are present in public buildings (o�ces, shopping centres,
etc.) as well as in private apartments. It enables the determination of position by the utilization
of WiFi signals on mobile devices inside these buildings. The main problem is the accuracy of the
determination [1, 2].

To determine the position of a mobile device the strength of the WiFi radio signal of nearest
access points can be used. Unfortunately, this signal is very susceptible to interference originating
from the people present inside. This causes signi�cant changes of the signal strength [3]. In
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this case, the relative position of a mobile device to the access point does not change while the
interpretation of the WiFi signal strength indicates the mobile device movement in relation to the
access point. The �oating position of the mobile device WiFi antenna to the access point a�ects
the position determination process as well. Obviously, there are other sources of the interference
but their in�uence on the position determination is unpredictable. As the result of observations,
it has been established that the presence of people inside and the changes of the mobile device
antenna positions have signi�cant in�uence on lowering the accuracy of calculations. It seems to
be impossible to �nd a mathematical model taking into account all interferences [4, 5, 6].

2 Position determination

Taking into account the results of the previous research (also the authors' research) [1, 2, 3, 4,
7, 8, 9, 10] on the WiFi signal attenuation and requirements of OpenArt project,1 the authors
decided to �nd a method for the position determination meeting the following conditions:

• the position must be determined with the `one room' precision,

• the calculations must be adjusted to the speed of a person's walk,

• the computational complexity must not in�uence the other applications running on the
mobile device,

• the preparation time of the whole system to run indoors must be as short as possible.

The main elements of the proposed solution have been shown in Fig. (1).
The data measured in all rooms that have been scanned are stored in one database system.

All data is aggregated in one view. The aggregation process uses statistical functions provided by
the database engine: average avg and standard deviation stddev. The processed data (the view)
makes the map of rooms in the position determination system. The view may be downloaded on
demand to the mobile device local database. Aggregated data for each room or the area in the
system is the map set M . The set M consists of triples

M = {NID,APNS, STD}, (1)

where:

• NID�the network identi�er,

• APNS�the average power of a WiFi network signal (the RSSI of the received power in dB
without normalization between di�erent devices),

• STD�the standard deviation of all measurements.

1All research and implementation have been carried out as a part of the project `Sztuka wspóªczesna dla wszys-
tkich OpenArt' (IS-1/021/NCBR/2013)
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Figure 1 Architecture overview

The mobile device that is situated in the position determination system area measures and
stores the data as a set P of values. The set P is given by a collection of pairs

P = {NID,APNS}, (2)

where:

• NID�he network identi�er,

• APNS�the average power of the WiFi network signal measured by the mobile device.

It was assumed that the comparison of the data set from the mobile device with the map would
determine the position of the device. Thus, the similarity of sets must be calculated.

3 Database environment

The PostgresSQL database engine has been used for the research. The PostgresSQL functions
avg and stddev were used [11, 12]. The average value is calculated as the arithmetic mean value.
These functions are very easy to calculate and are available in each database. Further experiences
could lead to more advanced functions but they seem to be useful as a starting point.

The database structure shown in Fig. (2) is a foundation of the map of rooms in the position
determination system. The fragment of the map was presented in the List. 1. The map is built
with the use of the SQL query.

The HAVING clause has been used for �ltering the data that cannot be processed by the database
statistical functions. The minimal value of the WiFi signal measurement is 3.
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Figure 2 Database diagram of localization system

select venue.name ,

2 network.bssid ,

avg(measure.strength),

4 stddev(measure.strength)

from venue ,

6 point ,

measure ,

8 network

where venue.domain_id = 4 -- Testing area

10 and venue.id = point.venue_id

and point.id = measure.point_id

12 and measure.network_id = network.id

group by venue.name ,

14 network.bssid

having count (*) > 2 -- Three or more measures

Listing 1 SQL query for building the map of venues
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4 Similarity of the sets

The List. 1, representing respectively the map set and the mobile device set, are fuzzy sets ac-
cording to de�nitions [5, 13, 14, 15]. The authors assume that to determine the position of the
mobile device with a su�cient probability one has to compare the set representing the position of
the mobile device with the sets of the map and to compute the level of their similarity.

According to �achwa [16], the similarity of sets can be determined by various methods: the
fuzzy inclusion method, using a metric on the set and using cross sections of the sets. In the case
of the data collected during the work of the position determination system, the fuzzy inclusion
method cannot be implemented. This method is based on a graphical analysis of the overlapping
areas of the sets and their not overlapping parts. Additionally, the fuzzy inclusion method must
operate on continuous data sets. All available sets in the system consist of discrete elements. For
our purposes the remaining two methods of the similarity determination could be implemented
(the method using the metric on the set or the cross section of the sets).

The metric on the fuzzy sets space F (X) over the universum X is the function [16]

m : F (X)× F (X)→ R+ ∪ {0}, (3)

where:

• m(A,B) ≥ 0,

• m(A,B) = m(B,A),

• A = B =⇒ m(A,B) = 0,

• m(A,C) ≤ m(A,B) +m(B,C).

The determination of the similarity of fuzzy sets can be calculated as a complement of their
normalized distance. The level of the similarity is given by the formula

E(A,B) = 1−m(A,B). (4)

In practice, the similarity of the sets is determined by the means of the metric on the set,
and can be performed as follows. For each element belonging to the map set M , a one-to-one
corresponding element from the set P in the mobile device is found upon the network identi�er.
Each pair of the sets must meet the condition that a measured value is in the range of the average
value and the standard deviation. The value of the similarity can be de�ned as a quotient of the
number of elements of the map set M and the number of elements of the set P measured by the
mobile device. This value must be in the range of R = (avg− stddev, avg+ stddev). The result is
the similarity of two sets. The higher is the value, the more similar the sets are. Such a method of
the similarity determination is based on the experimental observations. The research has shown
that the more networks in the range of R, the more similar the sets are.
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Signal strenght

Figure 3 Depicting metric similarity.

Depicting metric similarity is shown in Fig. (3). The hatched bar represents the range R =
(avg−stddev, avg+stddev) for the element of the map setM . The points marked with × represent
the signal strength measured on the mobile device during WiFi scan (the set P ).

The map set M includes �ve elements. Three elements of the mobile device set P are in the
range of R (mobile devices in the range of networks 1, 2 and 4) and two of them are out of the
range of a given network (mobile devices out of the range of networks 3 and 5). One element of
the P set cannot be found in the map set M at all. Thus the similarity of the sets is 3

5 .
In this method two sets are equal if and only if the P set includes WiFi network identi�ers

being the elements of one of the map sets.
The position determination is performed with the use of the SQL query shown in the List. 2.
The proposed algorithm can be slightly modi�ed by considering the ratio of the measured

signal strength to the adequate average value in the map set.
For each obtained pair from M ∩ P the di�erence between the power of the measured signal

and the mean power of the analyzed network signal must be calculated. The obtained value of
the di�erence has to be compared with the width of the signal changes determined with the use
of the standard deviation parameter. The sum of the values computed for each common element
of the sets should be compared with the cardinality of the map set. The result of the comparison
is the value of the similarity of two sets. The higher is the value, the more similar the sets are.
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1 select venue ,

sum(cnt) / count(bssid) as metric

3 from (select venue.name as venue ,

network.bssid ,

5 avg(measure.strength),

stddev(measure.strength)

7 from venue ,

point ,

9 measure ,

network

11 where venue.domain_id = 4 -- Testing area

and venue.id = point.venue_id

13 and point.id = measure.point_id

and measure.network_id = network.id

15 group by ils_venue.name ,

network.bssid

17 having count (*) > 2 -- Tree or more measures

) map_set

19 left outer join (

-- This part represents measure set from mobile WiFi

scan

21 select 1 as cnt ,

'68:7f:74:a6:8f:86' as mac ,

23 -49 as s

union all

25 select 1 as cnt ,

'fc :75:16:74: ac:bb' as mac ,

27 -75 as s

union all

29 select 1 as cnt ,

'00:17: c5:e3:6f:76' as mac ,

31 -93 as s

union all

33 select 1 as cnt ,

'68:7f:74:a6:8f:5a' as mac ,

35 -97 as s

union all

37 select 1 as cnt ,

'00:20: a6 :56:91:88 ' as mac ,

39 -89 as s

union all

41 select 1 as cnt ,

'00:17: c5:e3:6f:75' as mac ,

43 -91 as s

union all

45 select 1 as cnt ,

'00:17: c5:e3:77:b0' as mac ,

47 -95 as s) measure_set

on map_set.bssid = measure_set.mac

49 group by venue

order by 1 desc

Listing 2 SQL query for the position determination
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Figure 4 Interpretation of similarity based on slices

Graphical interpretation of the sets comparison laid the foundation of the method of the
similarity determination (see Fig. (4)). The points marked as × represent the element of the
measured set P (from the mobile device) for a given network. The hatched vertical bar represents
the range R = (avg− stddev, avg+ stddev) with the average signal strength (marked with vertical
ticks). The dotted bar represents the di�erence of the average signal strength and the one measured
on the mobile device. The values on the right side are the metrics based on the di�erence of
the average signal strength and the measured one on the mobile device related to the standard
deviation, for each network according to the Eq. (6).

The higher number of P set elements belong to the map set and the closer they are to the
signal average value, the closer is the mobile device to the measurement point.

The equality of sets occurs when the P set contains WiFi network identi�ers belonging to the
one of the map sets and the values of the signal strength are equal to average values of the map
set.

This modi�cation of the algorithm of sets comparison is like the similarity determination based
on the cross section analysis. However, due to the di�erent method of the set generation process,
it is not exactly the performance of the cross section method. In practical use the cross section
of the sets determination process is based on the numerical values analysis for the same identi�er
networks.

According to �achwa [16] the cross section level is determined by a network identi�er. The
number of levels depends on the map set. Each set of the map has a di�erent number of cross
section levels. For each cross section level the union and the product of the sets (M and P ) can be
calculated. As a union of the sets the size of the range R = (avg− stddev, avg+ stddev) has been
taken. The product of the sets is the absolute value of the di�erence between the value measured
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by the mobile device and the average value of the given network signal

|smac − avgmac|. (5)

The similarity of two sets is given by the formula

E(M,P ) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(
1− |si − avgi|

stddevi

)
, (6)

where:

• M�the map set (the network identi�er, the average strength of the network signal, the
standard deviation),

• P�the mobile device set generated during the WiFi network scanning (network identi�er,
the strength of the signal),

• n�the cardinality of the map set M ,

• s�the strength of the network signal in the P set,

• avg�the average strength of the network signal in the M set,

• stddev�the standard deviation of measurements.

The above considerations were put into the SQL in List. 3

5 Practical implementation of the solution

The �rst implementation works were conducted only with the use of the PostgreSQL database.
The server and client parts were in a single database and were both checked. The opportunity
to test the e�cacy of the maps already in the process of their development in the SQL console
was a big advantage. It was possible to keep an eye on the impact of individual measurements
for determining the result location. On the server side, the data gathering and view generation
were checked. The view represented the map of the rooms. On the client side, determining the
position based on the scanned WiFi's was checked. Good preliminary results made it possible to
carry out the implementation and separate the client and server side components. The server side
was reduced to the database and a simple data diagram.

The data diagram allows to con�gure freely the map of the rooms which are covered by the
localization system. All measurements are stored in the database. Each measurement is assigned
to a speci�cally named point where the measuring device was located. The measurement points
are combined into the rooms and that is how the aggregation is carried out. The evaluation of
interference of the WiFi signal is the �rst aim of the aggregation. The second one is to consider
di�erent mobile devices that the users will use. Bearing in mind the second objective, the data
should be collected by means of various devices.

The process of building the map of the rooms begins by de�ning and naming the rooms and
the measurement points. Then, in such a de�ned environment, measurements can be carried out.

9
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s e l e c t venue_name ,
2 avg ( case

when ( 1 − ( Abs( s − avg ) / stddev ) ) < 0 then 0
4 e l s e ( 1 − ( Abs( s − avg ) / stddev ) )

end ) as metr ic
6 from ( s e l e c t venue . name as venue_name ,

network . bss id ,
8 avg ( measure . s t r ength ) as avg ,

stddev ( measure . s t r ength ) as stddev
10 from venue ,

point ,
12 i ls_measure ,

network
14 where venue . domain_id = 4 −− t e s t i n g domain

and venue . id = point . venue_id
16 and point . id = measure . point_id

and measure . network_id = network . id
18 group by venue . name ,

network . b s s i d
20 having count (∗ ) > 2 −− we assume 3 or more measures

) map_set
22 l e f t outer jo in (−−sample WiFi scan on mobi le dev i ce

s e l e c t 1 as cnt ,
24 ' 68 :7 f : 7 4 : a6 : 8 f : 86 ' as mac ,

−49 as s
26 union a l l

s e l e c t 1 as cnt ,
28 ' f c : 7 5 : 1 6 : 7 4 : ac : bb ' as mac ,

−75 as s
30 union a l l

s e l e c t 1 as cnt ,
32 ' 0 0 : 1 7 : c5 : e3 : 6 f : 76 ' as mac ,

−93 as s
34 union a l l

s e l e c t 1 as cnt ,
36 ' 68 :7 f : 7 4 : a6 : 8 f : 5 a ' as mac ,

−97 as s
38 union a l l

s e l e c t 1 as cnt ,
40 ' 0 0 : 2 0 : a6 : 5 6 : 9 1 : 8 8 ' as mac ,

−89 as s
42 union a l l

s e l e c t 1 as cnt ,
44 ' 0 0 : 1 7 : c5 : e3 : 6 f : 75 ' as mac ,

−91 as s
46 union a l l

s e l e c t 1 as cnt ,
48 ' 0 0 : 1 7 : c5 : e3 : 7 7 : b0 ' as mac ,

−95 as s ) measure_set
50 on map_set . b s s i d = measure_set .mac

group by venue_name
52 having sum( cnt ) > 2 −−we assume 3 or more networks in venue

order by 2 desc

Listing 3 SQL query for the position determination based on sets comparison

Generally speaking, the more measurements are made and the more devices are used, the better
is the quality of the map. It should be noted, however, that thanks to the database approach after
several measurements (at least 3 measurement records for one venue), the map is useful and can
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Figure 5 General architecture of the localization system
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Figure 6 Diagram of a local database for localization

be used by the system. However, meaningful results for localization can be obtained when at least
7 measurements for one point are made by three di�erent devices. But these are just observations
made during the start-up and not the results of systematic research. Further measurements can be
carried out at the same time without any negative impact and can be entered into the database.
Each measurement sent to the database improves the quality of the map.

This feature can be used back and forth too. Incorrectly performed measurements can be
removed and thus the quality of the map improves. It is also possible to delete measurements
which are not signi�cant from the point of view of the room. This will reduce the amount of data
and speed up the performance of the system. The Fig. (5) shows the general architecture of the
solution.

Mobile devices get the copy of the table with a map of the rooms, for which the localization is
to be performed, from the server. The copy is loaded into a local database with an SQL interface.
The mobile device determines its location on the basis of this copy of the map. A fragment of the
local database diagram is shown in Fig. (6).

The data for maps is stored in wl_condition table. This is aggregated data downloaded
from the central server that describes the rooms. An additional table, wl_measure, represents the
current measurement. Due to the fact that there is an SQLite database on the device, queries
cannot be too complex (excluding nested queries). Data from each measurement is therefore
stored to this (wl_measure) table and on its basis the relevant query is made. It is therefore a
table with temporary data. It is possible to eliminate the local database on the mobile device
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1 select vc.venue_id ,

( FOUND_WIFI_COUNT / count(vc.bssid) ) / avg((

3 abs(vc.condition_avg - m.rssi) / vc.condition_stddev )) as measure

from wl_condition vc

5 left outer join wl_measure m

on vc.bssid = m.bssid

7 group by vc.venue_id

order by measure desc

Listing 4 SQL query for the position determination in the version for the mobile device

and use the central server directly. However, given the fact that a query that delivers results
for the determination of the position is quite complex and di�cult to parameterize, the idea was
abandoned. This query, and then the results should be sent over the wireless network between
the client and the server. It seems to be an unnecessary network load.

The query in the version for the mobile device is presented in List. 4 (FOUND_WIFI_COUNT �eld
means an amount of matching networks and is dynamically set in the program).

The advantage of such a solution would only be online access to maps (always the most current
version with all measurements of the rooms). However, the anticipated applications do not need
to use data which are so frequently updated. A daily map update seems to be absolutely su�cient.

The implementation of the method was performed (on the mobile device side) with the use
of the Android operating system and the SQLite database. Unfortunately, SQLite lacks some
database functions and capabilities which are supported by other databases. There is no possibil-
ity to embed procedures in the database due to the fact that the database is a system resource
and, as such, is made available to applications. In the new method of determining the position,
the database procedures can be used to control the sensitivity in the determination of the posi-
tion. Moreover, changing a database query to determine the position with the use of a database
procedure enables changing the sensitivity of the system depending on the preferences of the user
or developing a calibration algorithm during the use of the application.

6 Verification of the method

The applied metric was tested in a simple implementation without any additional development
work. Several mobile devices were used for collecting measurements in order to build maps. Data
was gathered manually from a WiFi network, using standard applications, and entered into the
database. Measurements were also collected from di�erent parts of the building in which the tests
were proceeded. This data was used as example collections to verify the measurement method for
determining the position.

Then the test queries were executed and their results were checked. The results (metrics) from
the database pointed to places where measurements were made. A sample response is shown in
Tab. 1.

After the �rst basic tests, in-depth veri�cation was carried out. The veri�cation was performed
in an o�ce building. The building consists of a ground �oor and two �oors. The measurements
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venue name metric

venue6 0.27
venue3 0.18
venue1 0.14
venue5 0.09
venue2 0.03
venue4 0.00

Table 1 Sample results with venue metrics

were carried out in the corridors where the main o�ce WiFi infrastructure is located. There are
also additional access points in some rooms (additional phones, additional access points). During
the veri�cation there were 21 points de�ned. They were placed in di�erent zones of the corridor.
The plan of the building was drawn too. The Android application was used to gather and verify
data about the WiFi signal strength. The data was recorded in the database. The data was
collected by three mobile devices: two tablets and one smart phone. There were 28 measurements
in each point (including all devices). The measurement data became the basis to calculate the
average value of the power of signals for individual rooms which can be the basis for determining
the location.

Then a reverse operation was performed. The accuracy of individual measurements was veri�ed
(for each measurement separately at a single point) based on a digital map resulting from the
average of the data collected from all measurements.

The sum of all the measurements was treated as a source of the digital map of the rooms. A
single measurement was thus treated as an attempt to locate the user. The location was determined
for individual measurements. Each result consists of a list of rooms and the probability of being
located in the given room. At the same time we know the actual location of the user during the
measurement. On this basis it can be determined how many measurements were accurate or close
to the accuracy of the proper location, i.e. which was the position of the proper room.

The results are as follows. There were 447 measurements (di�erent devices, di�erent measure-
ment points, many measures for each point). The accuracy was as follows:

• taking into account the �rst position�171 (38%),

• taking into account the second position�268 (60%),

• taking into account the third position�322 (72%),

• taking into account the fourth position�358 (80%).

The accuracy on the �rst position is not satisfying. Only when the third and fourth positions were
taken into account, the result could be considered satisfactory.

After a careful analysis of individual results it turned out that the weak accuracy is partly
due to the position of the measured points. Several points are close to each other `vertically'�the
�rst �oor above the ground �oor. The building is `L-shaped' and some points from one part of
the building are similar to points from the other part (similar WiFi propagation). It should also
be noted that the results were collected by various mobile devices with di�erent WiFi receivers.
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7 Summary and conclusions

The metrics analysis provided a number of conclusions. The �rst is the room (point) where the
measurement were made. It can also be deduced what the nearby rooms are and which of them
are closer and which of them are further from the current point. It seems that with constant
conditions, the metric could be an absolute measure of the distance, and not only the value to
generate a list of rooms in the hierarchy. However, obtaining such a ratio requires that each room
has been de�ned by a set of an equally large map. This condition is not possible to meet in real
locations. During the test the ability to modify the metrics was analyzed in order to adjust the
sensitivity of the position. There are di�erent scenarios to implement. One of them is to prefer the
centre of the room, which means that the set of measurement must be close to the average value
of the set of maps. Other results should have the metric with low value and should be rejected if
the metric is below the threshold. The threshold can be introduced directly in the query. It is also
possible to consider the scenario in which the area where the mobile device is placed is important.
In this case, the range used to compare measurements can be extended for example to the value
of 4× stddev.

During the tests, it was observed that it is possible to examine the position in relation to the
area, but also in relation to the part of the room. This requires only minor modi�cations of the
query.

The test results showed some weaknesses too. The results of the tests indicate that the location
is not precise in some situations. On one hand it can be assumed that these are situations within
the expected level of the precision error (precision up to 10 m). This way of location is just to
`coarsely' estimate in which part of the building the person is localized. On the other hand, this
method would be insu�cient for a more precise location. The rooms that are presented on the map
by a small number of collections are promoted by the algorithm. This in�uences the requirements
for WiFi infrastructure in the physical location. The adequate density of WiFi signals has to
be provided. Simultaneously, development analytical tools (appropriate SQL queries) can be
introduced, to indicate areas where the additional WiFi beacons are needed.

Summarizing, the system was implemented with the use of the database, the data diagrams
and database queries, which practically implement the concept of statistics and fuzzy sets used
to determine the position on the basis of the WiFi signal inside the buildings. Although it does
not provide precise and reliable location within a few meters, it can be used to estimate the
room (zone) in which the individual is placed. The advantage of this method is the simplicity
of measurement and computational independence of the number of AP to include (contrary to
a method using angle determination). In addition, the method does not require the analysis of
the architecture of the building by the person who prepares the con�guration for the location�it
simply adds the actual data and the location is automatically calculated on that basis.
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